### ENERGY CHEAT SHEET

#### NEWS
- **ETOP <GO>** – TOP Energy News
- **NI NRG <GO>** – Energy News
- **NI OIL <GO>** – Oil News
- **NI GAS <GO>** – Natural Gas News
- **NI SOLAR <GO>** – Solar News
- **NI WIND <GO>** – Wind Power News
- **NI ALNTRG <GO>** – Alternative Energy News
- **CN <GO>** – Energy News by Company
- **FIRS <GO>** – FIRST WORD Filter to Energy
- **NI BNEF <GO>** – Bloomberg New Energy Finance

#### ENERGY INDUSTRY
- **BI <GO>** – Bloomberg Intelligence
- **BNEF <GO>** – Bloomberg New Energy Finance
- **NRGZ <GO>** – Energy Industry Reports

#### SECURITY ANALYSIS
- **DES <GO>** – Company Description
- **FA <GO>** – Fundamental Analysis
- **PA PGEO <GO>** – Product Revenue Segmentation
- **EEO <GO>** – Sales Estimates
- **EEB <GO>** – Sales Estimates Detail
- **EEG <GO>** – Estimates Graph
- **MA <GO>** – Energy M&A

#### ENERGY SPECIFIC SECURITY ANALYSIS
- **FA EN <GO>** – Energy Specific Company Data
- **FA ENPP <GO>** – Production and Pricing
- **FA ENR <GO>** – Reserves
- **FA ENOR <GO>** – Oil Reserves
- **FA ENGR <GO>** – Gas Reserves
- **FA ENDA <GO>** – Drilling Info

#### INDUSTRY DASHBOARDS
- **BI COALG <GO>** – Coal Operations, Global
- **BI OILSN <GO>** – Crude Oil Production, NA
- **BI OILSE <GO>** – Crude Oil Production, Europe
- **BI DRILG <GO>** – Drilling and Drilling Support, Global
- **BI INTOG <GO>** – Integrated Oils, Global
- **BI NGASN <GO>** – Natural Gas Production, NA
- **BI NGASE <GO>** – Natural Gas Production, Europe
- **BI SERVG <GO>** – Oil and Gas Services, Global
- **BI RNMKN <GO>** – Refining and Marketing, NA
- **BI RNMLE <GO>** – Refining and Marketing, Europe
- **BI SOLRG <GO>** – Solar Energy, Global
- **BI WINDG <GO>** – Wind Energy, Global

#### INDUSTRY TOOLS/DATA
- **BI OILSN HEAD <GO>** – Shale Play Analysis
- **BI OILSN OPEC <GO>** – OPEC Data
- **BI OILSN 1089 <GO>** – IEA Analysis
- **BI DRILG TI <GO>** – Offshore Drilling Dayrates, Newbuild
- **BI DRILG RIGWELLCT <GO>** – Onshore U.S. Well Count
- **BI SERVG CAPEX <GO>** – E&P Industry Capex
- **BI SERVG HEAD <GO>** – Global Subsea Analysis
- **BI SERVG NM11 <GO>** – North American Pressure Pumping
- **TBI NGASN 1089 <GO>** – Global Rig Count
- **BI NGASE 1096 <GO>** – Natural Gas Supply/Demand
- **BI NGASE LNGI <GO>** – LNG Data
- **BI SOLRG SPOT <GO>** – Solar Pricing
- **BI WINDG 1113 <GO>** – Wind Investments
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